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Forward

Most  of  us are unaware of the fragile  inter-dependent systems that  support our 
housing infrastructure. We take for granted the flip of a light switch, the turning of a 
faucet,  the casual  flush of  a toilet,  and the comforting roar of  a  basement  gas 
furnace. 

However,  all  of that convenience depends on hundreds of thousands of  miles of 
aging  gas,  water,  and  sewer  pipelines  inter  connected  to  a  fragile  and 
undercapitalized  national  electrical  grid  fed  by  fossil  fuels  that  are  rapidly 
approaching the point of peak production.  Once these resources “PEAK”, we will all 
be forced to adjust to their relentless and irreversible decline. 

How to Buy a Solar Hot Water System  is one of a series of “How to” books written 
by the author that  provide homeowners with real world strategies to prepare their 
homes for the coming painful transition from a fossil fuel dependent world to a more 
sustainable and renewable energy future.

Other books by the Author:

 Chill   in the Living Room
Dwelling in a Post Peak World
A Survival Guide for Homeowner's

How to Books:

 Plugging the Energy Leaks in Your Home
Avoiding an Energy Loss "Death of a Thousand Cuts"

 The Gift of Water
Sustainable Water Strategies for Your Home

 A Window on Energy Loss
Window and Door Energy Saving Strategies
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Chapter 1   Catching Up with Slovenia

“Solar water heaters are one of the most commercialized renewable 
energy technologies in the world and yet on a per capita basis, U.S. 
implementation ranks 28th in the world behind relatively undeveloped 

countries like Albania and Slovenia.”

Solar Water Heating – An Untapped Opportunity
Home water heating in American represents a significant portion of our national 
energy consumption and is split  about 50/50 between electric and natural gas. 
Electric water heating represents about 9.1% of residential electrical consumption, 
23.7% of  residential  natural gas  consumption and about  5% of  total  U.S.  gas 
consumption.1  

Even with renewed and frenetic drilling, domestic production of natural gas in the 
lower 48 has plateaued and we now rely on Canada to supply nearly 20% of our 
needs.  However, Canada is  nearing their  own peak  in production and as they 
reduce exports to meet Canadian demand, we are in race to delay the inevitable 
final depletion and decline of our natural gas supply.  Our hopes  now rest on 
building the Alaskan pipeline to tap into arctic reserves and building several more 
liquid natural gas [LNG] terminals to allow us to compete for Middle Eastern and 
Russian gas exports.  Whether either of these efforts will come in time to avoid 
near term shortages  is unknown.  In any case, as a nation we will soon be in 
“supply hot water.”  Since we rely on natural gas to provide hot water indirectly 
via electricity from gas fired power plants and directly via gas water heaters, one 
way to help us out of the looming national gas shortage is with the widespread 
adoption of solar heated hot water.

Solar  water  heaters  are  one  of  the  most  commercialized  renewable  energy 
technologies in the world and yet on a per capita basis, U.S. implementation ranks 
28th in  the  world  behind  relatively  undeveloped  countries  like  Albania  and 
Slovenia.   China leads  the world with  an installed base equivalent  to  52,500 
megawatts of energy, more than 30 times the installed base of the U.S.  Other 
developed  countries  like  Germany,  Japan,  Switzerland,  France,  Austria,  and 
Australia  all  rank  far  ahead  of  the  U.S.  in  per  capita  solar  hot  water 
implementation.2   

Why does  the U.S.  lag  so  far  behind  the rest  of  world  in  solar  hot  water 

1 EIA 2001 Residential Energy Consumption Survey
2 IEA, Solar Heat Worldwide, 2005
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implementation?   The answers  are  many and include consumer  concerns about 
ascetics  and cost, a  fragmented supplier  base of  relatively  small  companies, 
competing technologies that make make buying decisions confusing and difficult, 
and the resistance of vested interests.  Perhaps the biggest reason for the U.S. lag 
in implementation are national and state energy policies that are both incoherent 
and inconsistent.

[The petroleum industry] "probably has larger tax incentives relative to 
its size than any other industry in the country"

Donald Lubick, U.S. Department of Treasury's former Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy

As a country, we claim to believe in free market economics, but while the left 
hand of government may be saying “let the the solar hot water market make it on 
it own merits”, the right hand is handing out large subsidies to the coal, natural 
gas, nuclear, and oil industries.  It is estimated that the American oil and gas 
industry receive anywhere between $15 billion and $35 billion a year in subsidies 
from taxpayers3, and these subsidies don't include American's military policing of the 
Persian Gulf, which was estimated to cost $25 per barrel of oil even BEFORE we 
invaded Iraq.  

Since president  Nixon signed the Project Independence bill  in 1974,  followed by 
Carter's  signing of the Energy Security Act  in 1980,  there have been dozens of 
energy bills passed into law with the intent of leading us toward the goal of energy 
independence.  However, from 1974 to 2006 our oil imports have risen 191% from 
1.27 billion barrels per year to 3.69 billion barrels and imports now amount to 65% of 
our  total  oil  consumption.  In addition, we have gone from being self sufficient in 
natural gas production to importing 19.5%4 of our needs.  The 2005 Energy Bill was 
the latest attempt to cure our addiction to oil,  but the bill was more a homage to 
“business as usual” and loaded with over $27 Billion dollars of subsidies to the oil, 
gas, coal, electrical generation, and nuclear industries.

The 2005 Energy Bill signed by President Bush includes over $6 Billion in Oil & Gas 
subsidies and $9 billion in  coal  subsidies,  and $12  Billion in  nuclear  subsidies 
including:

➢ geological and geophysical costs associated with oil exploration can 
be written off faster than present law, costing taxpayers over $1.266 
billion from 2007 to 2015.

➢ owners  of  oil  refineries  can  now  expense  50%  of  the  costs  of 
equipment used to increase a refinery’s capacity by at least 5%, this 
will cost taxpayers $842 million from 2006 to 2011

➢ natural  gas  companies  will  save  $1.035  billion  by  being  able  to 
depreciate capital expenditures at a faster rate that currently allowed 

3 Cleantech.com, 2007
4 CIA World Fact Book, 2006
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by law
➢ some royalty payments for drilling for natural gas in the Gulf of Mexico 

will be waived
➢ exempts  the gas  industry from the Safe Drinking Water  Act  for  a 

coalbed methane gas drilling technique called “hydraulic fracturing,” a 
likely source of pollution in our underground acquifers

➢ increases  the  ability  to  exclude  a  broad  range  of  oil  and  gas 
exploration and drilling activities from public involvement and impact 
analysis under the National Environmental Policy Act 

➢ provides  $1.612 billion  in  tax  credits  to  invest  in  new  coal  power 
plants,  $1.147 billion in tax breaks for owners of coal power plants to 
install pollution control equipment, and authorizes the appropriation of 
$4.8 billion of taxpayer money to help build a new fleet of coal power 
plants.

➢ provides a production tax credit  of 1.8-cent for each kilowatt-hour of 
nuclear-generated electricity from new reactors during the first eight 
years of operation, costing $5.7 billion in revenue losses to the U.S. 
Treasury through 2025

In  contrast  the 2005  Energy  Bill  provides  30%  tax  credit  for  commercial  and 
residential  solar  hot  water  or  PV(photovoltaic)  installations.   Unfortunately,  for 
residential applications that credit is capped at $2,000 per homeowner and expires 
Dec 31, 2008.

Whether you consider the issues of climate change, looming natural gas shortages, 
or energy security, promoting solar water heating implementation in  American 
homes should be a matter of national strategic importance.  Considered from the 
perspective of dwelling in a post peak (gas and oil) world, solar hot water will 
soon become a critical alternative energy technology for every homeowner.

Geography, Groundwater, and Solar Insolation 

“Solar hot water makes sense anywhere in the Lower 48 states”

Looking  at  the large  installed base of  northern latitude countries  like Germany, 
Japan, Austria and Switzerland, it's not surprising to learn that the relative intensity 
of available sunshine in different areas of the U.S. is not the most important factor in 
determining  the  economic  attractiveness  of  a  solar  water  heating  system. 
Geographically  speaking,  there  is  a  close  correlation  between  the  amount  of 
sunshine that strikes the earth (insolation) and groundwater temperature. The more 
intense the sunshine, the higher the groundwater temperature. But the value of solar 
hot  water  increases  as  groundwater  temperature  drops.  This  is  because water 
supply coming from the street  water main (at  groundwater temperature)  must be 
heated to about  115 degrees F (the approximate temperature maintained in most 
domestic hot water tanks). If the differential between average annual groundwater 
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temperature and the desired tank temperature is high, then a solar heat source can 
save  a  great  deal  of  energy.   As  a  result  of  this  groundwater  temperature 
phenomenon, solar hot water makes sense anywhere in the lower 48 states.

Solar Hot Water Economics – Is Reasonable a Fantasy?
Solar  hot  water system purchasing decisions  are usually based on a calculated 
Return on Investment [ROI].  The ROI stated in months or years is  based on the 
system cost less any rebates or tax subsidies and the projected savings in energy 
costs.   The ROI for a typical solar hot water system depends on where you live and 
whether you use electricity or natural gas to heat your water.   Where I live near 
Denver Colorado, for a typical family of four, the “electric” ROI is about 3-4 years 
and the “natural gas” ROI is about 7 years.  

Based on these numbers, a reasonable and practical man would say if I heat my 
water with electricity  AND I'm going to live in my home for more than 4 or 5 years 
then a solar water heater makes economic sense.  

Unfortunately  there  are a number  of  economic  fantasies  associated  with ROI 
calculations associated with non-renewable fossil fuels that turn “reasonable” and 
“practical” upside down.  At the level of the homeowner or consumer these simple 
ROI's make good “pocketbook” sense,  but at  the level  of our  collective national 
welfare,  the numbers  become  a sad fantasy  and  what  seems  reasonable  and 
practical  suddenly  becomes  shortsighted  and  dangerously  impractical.   For 
example:

➢ fossil fuels and electrical  generation receive large federal  subsidies 
that are not reflected in their costs to consumers

➢ costs associated with the use of fossil fuels like pollution, respiratory 
health issues, and global warming are bourn indirectly by society and 
not included in any payback analysis

➢ classical  economic theory assumes fossil fuels are infinite and “free” 
and assigns no cost to their depletion

➢ our  energy security  is  threatened by  our  failure to face up to the 
inevitable depletion of natural resources and the huge sums spent by 
our military to protect sources of supply are not factored into energy 
costs

If  we just take just  one the examples above and apply a modest $50/ton of CO2 

carbon tax on electricity and natural gas to account for the costs of climate change 
and pollution, to our simple, “fantasy” ROI calculations would be halved.  But the 
ultimate value of  having a solar hot  water system is not ROI, it is  the security of 
having hot water in the face of electrical blackouts and gas shortages.

❖❖❖
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Chapter 2   Solar Hot Water Systems

Navigating a Bewildering Array of Competing Technologies
In the simplest of terms, solar hot water systems consist of four simple parts:

1. solar collector(s) to capture the sun's energy
2. a circulation system to transfer that solar energy from the collector to the hot 

water storage tank
3. an insulated tank to store the solar heated hot water
4. a backup source of energy to heat the water when the sun's energy is not 

sufficient

Because there are various ways to accomplish this simple feat and the best system 
choice depends in large part on whether you live in a cold or temperate climate, the 
purpose of the balance of  this book to simplify and wade through the hype in an 
attempt  make is  much  easier  for  homeowners  to  make  an  intelligent  buying 
decision.  

If you're not interested in the wading through the details, jump ahead to the 
“What Do I Really Need to Know” 

summary.

 

Solar Hot Water System Types
Solar water heating systems can be active, which means that they have circulating 
pumps  and controls, or  passive, which means they rely on natural  convection to 
circulate water between the solar panels to the storage tank.

Active systems -  Active solar systems rely on electric pumps, and controllers to 
circulate water, or other heat-transfer fluids through the collectors. There are the 
three basic types of active solar water-heating systems:

➢ Direct-circulation  systems  (also called  “open loop”)  use  pumps  to 
circulate pressurized water directly  from the hot  water  storage tank 
through the  collectors  and back  to  the storage tank.  This  is  the 
simplest   and most  efficient active system, and works very well  in 
areas that do not experience freezing temperatures and do not have 
hard or acidic water. 

➢ Indirect-circulation systems  (also called “closed loop”  systems)  are 
used in climates that require freeze protection.  These systems pump 
heat-transfer fluids (water or a glycol/water mixture) through collectors. 
Heat exchangers are used to transfer the heat from the circulating fluid 
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to the potable water in the storage tank.   Closed loop systems can be 
single  or  double  pump.   Single  pump  systems  rely  on  natural 
convection to move storage tank water through the heat exchanger. 
Double pump systems are more efficient and actively move storage 
tank water through the heat exchanger.  The two most common closed 
loop systems are:

 Antifreeze systems use a food grade glycol-water mixture with 
the glycol concentration determined by the expected minimum 
temperature.   Antifreeze  systems  are  not  as  efficient  and 
require additional  maintenance,  but are desirable if  you have 
extremely hard or acidic water.

 Indirect  “drainback”  systems  use  pumps  to  circulate  water 
through the collectors.  To prevent  freezing,  the water  in  the 
collector loop drains into a reservoir  tank when the  sun sets 
and the pump stops.  The system also “dumps” to protect the 
system from overheating when the storage tank has reached its 
maximum “set point” temperature. Drainback systems are the 
best choice for cool and cold climates.

Passive systems  -  Passive  solar  hot  water  systems  rely  on  gravity  and  the 
tendency for water to  naturally circulate as it  is heated in  the collector (warmed 
water  like warmed  air,  rises because  it  is  relatively  lower  in  density).  Passive 
systems  are not  as efficient  as active systems, however  they  are more reliable, 
easier to maintain, cost less, and typically  have a longer working life  than active 
systems. The two most common types of passive systems are:

➢ Integral Collector Storage (ICS) systems are simple “hot boxes” and 
combine the collector with the storage tank and consist of one or more 
storage tanks placed in an insulated box with the glazed side facing 
the sun. They essentially act as pre-heaters. As you draw hot water in 
the home, solar heated water from the ICS enters your conventional 
hot water tank and “makeup” cold water enters the ICS collector to be 
preheated.  These simple, inexpensive solar collectors are only suited 
for  temperate  climates  where  temperatures  stay  above  or  near 
freezing. In addition, they only work well in homes that can adjust their 
hot water needs from late morning to early evening. They do not work 
as nearly as well in households with mostly morning hot water demand 
because they will lose most of their collected energy during the night. 
If you're willing to make a modest adjustment your lifestyle, they make 
an excellent “low cost” choice.

➢ Thermosyphon systems rely on the natural convection of warm water 
rising to circulate water through the collectors and to the tank, which is 
always  located above the collector.  As water  in  the solar  collector 
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heats, it becomes less dense and rises naturally into the tank above. 
Meanwhile, the cooler water flows down the pipes to the bottom of the 
collector, completing the circulation loop. These systems often include 
an insulated tank completely integrated with the solar collectors.

Typcial Thermosyphon Solar Water Heater

What do I Really need to know about System Choices?
 You system choice will depend on whether  you need freeze 

protection and on the hardness of your water
 Double  pump  systems  are more  efficient  than single pump 

active systems
 Passive systems are less efficient but lower in cost

Collector Panel Types
There  are  two  basic  types  of  solar  collector  panels,  flat  plate collectors  and 
evacuated glass tube collectors.

Flat Plate - Flat-plate collectors are the most common type of solar collector and 
work reasonably well in all but the coldest of climates.   A typical flat-plate collector 
is a highly insulated aluminum, stainless steel, or fiberglass framed box with a glass 
or plastic cover (called the glazing). The heart of the collector is  a coated absorber 
plate of copper or aluminum sheet that is thermally connected to an array of copper 
pipes. These collectors can heat either water or a heat transfer fluid like glycol  to 
temperatures of up to 180°F.
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Typical Flat Plate Solar Collector 

All this sound simple enough, but as usual “the devil is in the details”.  In this case, it 
is the construction details.

➢ Glazing – Quality solar  collectors all  use a special low-iron,  prismatic 
glass with a very  high solar transmittance.  Avoid collectors with sub-
standard “regular” glass or that use plastic for a glazing material.

➢ Absorber Coating Material  – Quality collectors use a black chrome or 
other highly selective coating that have a very high absorption of solar 
energy coupled with a low irradiance.  What this means in layman's terms 
is that  the coating grabs most of the sun's energy and once it does, it 
does not “radiant” it away.  Avoid collectors that are just coated with flat 
black paint.

➢ Thermal Coupling – The absorber plate or plates have to be thermally 
connected to the copper flow or “riser” tubes. With quality collectors this 
critical connection is made either by ultrasonically welding (best) or with a 
continuous solder joint.  Avoid collectors with a “crimped” connection, or 
that attempt to mate copper piping with aluminum absorber plates.  In 
either case, collectors constructed in this way will eventually  loose their 
efficiency and thermal coupling integrity.

➢ Insulation – Quality collectors use rigid closed cell foam or mineral wool 
on both the sides and back of the collector.   Avoid collectors that use 
fiberglass insulation or that omit side wall insulation.

Evacuated Tube - There are two types of evacuated glass tube collectors.  Both 
use the presence of a vacuum between the outer glazing and internal collector to 
provide a high level of insulation.  Evacuated tube collectors are more expensive, 
but  because  of  the  vacuum,  are  more  efficient  in  cold  or  cloudy  weather 
applications.
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➢ Double  walled glass  tube  collectors  were  the  first  to  market.   They 
consist of a tube within a tube.  The inner tube has a metallic coating 
making it both the absorber and part of the circulation piping.  

➢ Heat pipe evacuated tube solar collectors are latest development in solar 
collector technology and were first developed by a joint venture between 
Daimler Aerospace and China. These collectors are constructed with a 
combination heat pipe and absorber plate captured within an evacuated 
glass tube.  To achieve the highest efficiency the copper absorber plate is 
sputter coated with a selective coating, which is capable of transforming 
over 92% of the incoming solar radiation into heat. Heat transfer from the 
collector to  the fluid circuit  is performed by  the “heat pipe”.   Prior to 
assembly, the copper heat pipe is evacuated and charged with a small 
amount of a water-alcohol mixture before it is sealed. The sun's energy 
imparts heat to this mixture, causing it to evaporate.   The resulting hot 
vapor rises to the upper end of the heat pipe where it transfers heat to 
the fluid circuit via a copper-to-copper conduction bridge. The heat pipe's 
working fluid  never leaves the actual  collector.  A circulation pump 
circulates a working fluid between the heat transfer “bridge” and the solar 
storage  tank,  usually  in  a  closed  loop  (indirect)  configuration  as 
described above. 

As “high tech” as this evacuated tube,  heat pipe collector sounds, over 30 million 
systems have been installed in China.  However, because the absorbers are so well 
insulated, their performance can be degraded due to snow and frost, so unlike flat 
plate collectors, a steeper tilt  angle for  evacuated tube collectors is important to 
slough off snow and burn off morning frost.

What do I Really need to know about Solar Collector Panels?
 Flat plate collectors are suitable in all  buy the coldest of U.S. 

climate zones
 only buy collectors with low-iron glass
 only  buy  collectors  with  black  chrome  or  another  selective 

absorber coating
 only  buy  collectors  with  a  welded  or  soldered  connection 

between the absorber plate and the copper flow tubes
 only buy collectors that are well  insulated with rigid closed cell 

foam on both the bottom and sides of the collector enclosure
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Orientation and Tilt – It's not as Important as you might think
We've all  seen solar collectors mounted on roof racks at  odd angles 
and steep tilts in an effort to get the “perfect” orientation to the sun.  To 
the purest,  this image is a thing of  alternative energy beauty,  but  to 
many  more,  it's  more  of  an  ugly  duckling  of  the  early  “green” 
movement.  Fortunately, in most cases it's just not necessary.  If you 
have a normal roof with 4:12 to 6:12 or more pitch that faces within 45 
degrees of true south,  then you'll only be giving up about 10% of the 
solar energy of  that “perfect” orientation.  As a result, in  most cases, 
homeowners can opt for a “clean, flat against the roof” installation, with 
very little penalty.

❖❖❖
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Chapter 3   System Sizing

Rules of Thumb for High Efficiency Collectors & Systems

System sizing depends on where you live and how many people will be using hot 
water.  The following “rules of thumb” for collector area are approximate.  When in 
doubt, because most systems will be oversized during the summer months, it is best 
to be conservative and round down.  Solar are easily  scalable and you can always 
add more collector area in the future.

Region Sq.Ft./Adult Sq.Ft./Child

Southern U.S. 16 6.5

Northern U.S. 18 11.0

❖❖❖
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Chapter 4   Solar Hot Water Collector and System 
Ratings and Certifications

Marketing trumps Useful Consumer Information
The Solar  Rating and Certification Corporation [SRCC]  is the sole independent 
rating agency that rates the performance and durability of solar hot water collectors 
and systems.   The SRCC was formed in  1980 to provide a national  certification 
program for solar collectors and solar hot water systems. Independent test results 
and product data are evaluated by SRCC to determine a product’s compliance with 
minimum  standards  for  certification  and  are  used  to  calculate  published 
performance ratings.  Equipment  which has  been certified to meet  the minimum 
requirement is also required to bear the SRCC certification label which also shows 
the performance rating for that product.

The SRCC label  is  like an UL or  Energy Star label.   It  is intended to give the 
homeowner a level of  confidence in  the quality  and performance of  the product 
based on a third-party  independent  assessment  based on a recognized national 
standardized method. In addition, federal and state government use the certification 
to provide a rational basis for tax credits and for setting codes and standards.  

However, (you knew that was coming) you have to be VERY determined and have a 
technical degree to get any useful comparison information from the SCRR label or 
the published SCRR data.  As a result, the SCRR “label”  has become more of a 
“marketing tool” for suppliers, rather than a decision making tool for consumers.  I 
spent three full days pouring over the websites of every SCRR supplier and over the 
technical  data  on the SCRR website and found that  the tested efficiencies  of 
“certified” collectors and systems vary greatly.  I could only conclude that in the U.S., 
solar hot  water heating is still a “buyer beware” market.  What  follows is my own 
extracted list  of  the best collectors and systems based on the information in  the 
SCRR database.

The Best SCRR Certified Collectors
I  only  considered collectors  that  met  the quality criteria  (low iron glass glazing, 
selective coating, all  copper tubing and absorber with good thermal coupling, and 
adequate insulation) described in  Chapter  2.  Even with this quality screening I 
found a 48% difference between the best and worst collectors.  The following chart 
shows the top 20 collectors based on their cool climate performance.  Note that the 
cool climate collectors tended to also have the best warm climate performance, but 
since solar  hot water systems are usually over designed for the summer months, 
you want to biased toward the cool month performance.
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Top Twenty Flat Plate Solar Collectors based on Cool Climate Performance
Source: SRCC Directory of Certified Solar Collectors, December 4, 2007

The Best SRCC Certified Hot Water Systems
The SRCC list of certified hot water systems tells a similar story.  Variations between 
“certified” systems are significant and the technical jargon makes it difficult to find a 
clear “apples to apples” comparison.  After going through the data, it was evident to 
me that the “system design” including pumps and heat exchangers can make a big 
difference in overall performance.  

The SRCC uses the Solar Energy Factor (SEF) as a performance rating for solar 
domestic water heating  systems. The SEF is the energy delivered by the system 
divided by the electrical or gas energy put into the system and is presented as a 
number similar to the Energy Factor (EF) given to conventional water heaters by the 
Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association (GAMA). In the tables shown below, I've 
converted the SEF to the Solar Fraction.  The Solar Fraction [SF] is  the portion of 
the  total  conventional  hot  water  heating  load  (delivered  energy  including tank 
standby losses) provided by solar energy expressed as a percentage.

The following tables show the best SRCC certified, closed loop, indirect, freeze 
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Flat Plate Suppliers Aperature kBtu/day kBtu/day/ft2

Cool Clime Top Twenty Area ft2 Cool Clime Cool Clime Model

Viessman Mfg Co. (US) Inc. 25.12 22 876 100 SV1,SH1

BBT North America Corp. 22.49 19 845 Buderus SKS 4.0-s+w 

SunEarth, Inc 21.69 18 830 EC-24

Conergy AG 20.59 17 826 F4000

SunEarth, Inc 17.3 14 809 EC-20

SunEarth, Inc 18.67 15 803 EC-21

General Solar Systems GmbH 25.15 20 795 SK500N SK500

SunEarth, Inc 37.08 29 782 EC-40

SunEarth, Inc 29.6 23 777 EC-32

Radco Products, Inc 30.2 23 762 408C-HP

Radco Products, Inc 45.34 34 750 412C-HP

Solene 37.44 28 748 SLCO-40

Radco Products, Inc 37.55 28 746 410C-HP

Solene 23.46 17 725 SLCO-30

Radco Products, Inc 22.11 16 724 308C-HP

Solene 30.53 22 721 SLCO-32

Solene 28.07 20 713 SLCR-30

Solene 29.69 21 707 SLCR-32

BBT North America Corp. 24.29 17 700 Bosch FKC-1 s+w

Solene 37.34 26 696 SLCR-40

Solar Energy, Inc. 20.18 14 694 SE-21
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protected, flat plate collector, solar hot water systems using glycol as a circulating 
heat transfer fluid or using water with a drainback tank.  Solar Fractions are shown 
for both electric and natural gas backup heating.  

In general, the data shows that drainback systems using water as a circulating fluid 
are more efficient than glycol systems, however as the following table shows, some 
evacuated tube, gylcol systems can perform considerably better.
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Solar Energy Solar Fract ion Solar Fraction Model Collector

Manufacturer Factor (SEF) (SF) Elec (SF) Gas Name Area

SunEarth, Inc 5.6 83.9% 89.3% TE80C-120-1 81.7

Synergy Solar 3.8 76.3% 84.2% 80-2T 80.1

Schuco USA L.P. 3.6 75.0% 83.3% Premium III-120E 87.1

Bobcat and Sun 3.2 71.9% 81.3% SP80PHE-1 79.8

Radco Products, Inc 2.2 59.1% 72.7% R-DBHX-8-120S-80P 79.8

Stitt Energy Systems 2.1 57.1% 71.4% SESI-120-80 79.6

Closed Loop Gylcol Systems, Flat Plate Collector
Source: SRCC Directory of Certif ied Solar Hot Water Sys tems, December 2007

Solar Energy Solar Fraction Solar Fraction Mod el Collector

Manufacturer Factor (SEF ) (SF)  Elec (SF) Gas Nam e Area

SolarH ot 12.5 92.8% 95.2% S-SV-D B100 64.5

Alternate Energy Techn ologies, Inc 10.3 91.3% 94.2% DX-120-96 95.7

Alternate Energy Techn ologies, Inc 9.1 90.1% 93.4% DX-80-80 79.6

Solar Energy, Inc. 8.7 89.7% 93.1% D2B-12009120 115.7

Solene 5.5 83.6% 89.1% SLCR80DC-80HE 80.1

Alternate Energy Techn ologies, Inc 4 77.5% 85.0% DB-120-96 95.7

Alternate Energy Techn ologies, Inc 3.7 75.7% 83.8% DB-80-80 79.6

Solar Energy, Inc. 3.2 71.9% 81.3% D2B-8009-80 77.1

Trendsetter Industries 1.9 52.6% 68.4% SRS-100-2-40-PC-E 81.7

Closed Loop Drainback Systems, Flat Plate Collector
Source: SRCC Directory of Certified Solar Hot Water  Sy stems, December 2007
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Rounding out your solar hot water system choices, the following table shows the 
representative efficiencies of three types of non-freeze protected systems.  Note that 
the open loop system is by far the most efficient, but that the thermosyphon and 
integrated tank  in  solar  collector  [ISC] may  be much less  expensive.  The FLT 
shown is the freeze tolerance limit in degrees fahrenheit for these types of systems.

❖❖❖
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Solar Energy Solar Fract ion Solar Fract ion Model Collector

Manufacturer Factor (SEF) (SF)  Elec (SF)  Gas Name Area

Thermomax Industries Ltd. 14.8 0.94 0.96 Mazdon 60-R120 98.6

Thermomax Industries Ltd. 9.8 0.91 0.94 Mazdon 50-R80 82.2

BTF, Ltd. 1.4 0.36 0.57 SP20-2-80G-PV-E 66.2

Closed Loop Gylcol Systems, Evacuated Tube Collector
Source: SRCC Directory of Certified Solar Hot Water Sys tems, December 2007

Solar Energy Solar Fraction Solar Fraction Model Collector FLT
Manufacturer Factor (SEF) (SF) Elec (SF) Gas Name Area

Solene (open loop) 22.8 96.1% 97.4% SLCR80DC-120 80.1 20

Solahart Industries Pty Ltd 2.4 62.5% 75.0% ASE 303KF 77 19

(thermosyphon) 2.9 69.0% 79.3% ASE 444KF 113 19

TCT Solar (ISC) 1.7 47.1% 64.7% PT-50-CN 32.1 10

Open Loop, Thermosyphon, and ISC Systems

[Fº]

Source: SRCC Directory of Certified Solar Hot Water Systems, December 2007
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Chapter 5   Choosing a Solar Hot Water System
Mapping Out Your Buying Decision 
The following flow chart simplifies the process for making a decision about what kind 
of solar hot water system to purchase.  If you are unsure about whether you need 
freeze protection for your solar system, go to the NOAA website to find temperature 
data for your area.
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http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/climatenormals/climatenormals.pl?directive=prod_select2&prodtype=CLIM81&subrnum=
http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/climatenormals/climatenormals.pl?directive=prod_select2&prodtype=CLIM81&subrnum=
http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/climatenormals/climatenormals.pl?directive=prod_select2&prodtype=CLIM81&subrnum=
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What Do I Really Need to Know About Solar Hot Water 
Heaters?

➢ The ultimate value of having a solar hot  water system is the 
security of having hot water in the face of future blackouts and 
gas shortages

➢ Solar hot water systems make sense anywhere in the lower 48

➢ Follow the system decision flowchart to determine the right 
system (open loop, closed loop, etc.) for you

➢ This is still a buyer “beware market”, use the SRCC listings in 
this book to find the best qualified suppliers of collectors and 
complete solar hot water systems

❖❖❖
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Chapter 6   On Demand Water Heaters

“For homes that use 41 gallons or less of hot water daily, on demand 
water heaters can be 24%–34% more energy efficient than 

conventional storage tank water heaters. They can be 8%–14% more 
energy efficient for homes that use a lot of hot water—around 86 

gallons per day”5

If you Can't go Solar – Go Tankless
Tankless or  instantaneous water heaters provide hot water only as it  is  needed. 
Because they don't store any water, they don't suffer from the standby energy losses 
and wasted energy costs associated with conventional water heaters.  

Tankless water heaters heat water on demand. When a hot water tap is turned on, 
cold water travels through a pipe into the unit. A gas burner or electric element heats 
the water. As a result, demand water heaters deliver a constant supply of hot water. 
You don't need to wait for a storage tank to recover and heat water. However, a 
demand water heater's output is  limited by its rated “flow rate”. Gas-fired tankless 
water heaters are available flow rates from about 5 to over 10 gallons per minute 
and come in vented (flue to roof)  and “ventless”  (side wall  vent)  configurations. 
Electric on-demand heaters, which are much less expensive and easier to install, 
have flow rates from about 3 to 6 gallons per minute.

Tankless water heaters make an excellent backup heat source for 
solar hot water and can even be used as a backup or primary source 

for radiant floor systems

5 EPA
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About the Author

John Van Doren is an architect and engineer by training and practiced architecture 
in California during the early energy crisis days of the 1970's.  In the early 1980's he 
made a career  change  and  spent  over  two decades  leading  turnarounds  and 
startups  in  the  manufacturing  sector.   Burned-out  and  discouraged  by  the 
outsourcing and downsizing of corporate America, he returned to architecture and 
began writing a handbook on sustainable home design.   In the process of writing 
that “handbook” he began to question the direction of the “green building movement” 
and determined that  there was a vast difference between what  we accepted as 
“green”  and what  was truly sustainable.   He would eventually  conclude that  the 
imminent peaking and global  decline in  production of  oil,  natural  gas, coal,  and 
uranium would render much of what we do in “green building” is nothing more than 
rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic.

From the ashes of his original handbook, Chill in the Living Room would be born. 
This book explores the historical  forces,  policies, economic theory,  and technical 
advances  that  gave form to our  residential  built  environment.   It  describes the 
fragile, uncertain, and dependent  systems that homeowner's innocently rely on for 
electricity, natural gas, and water.  In the end, it gives homeowners practical real-
world  strategies  for  converting  their  homes  into  some  semblance  of  energy 
efficiency in  preparation for  a painful  post  peak transition to a more sustainable 
future. 

John has also written a series of “H  ow To  ” books aimed at improving the energy 
efficiency and sustainability of America's existing housing stock.  

 Plugging the Energy Leaks in Your Home
Avoiding an Energy Loss "Death of a Thousand Cuts"

 How to Buy a Solar Hot Water System
Helping America to play Catch-up with Slovenia

 The Gift of Water
Sustainable Water Strategies for Your Home

 A Window on Energy Loss
Window and Door Energy Saving Strategies

John also authors the Sustainable Home Blog and designs energy efficient homes. 
He lives with his wife Debi, his dog Buddy, and two horses at 9,000 feet  in  the 
Colorado Rocky Mountains.
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